Nonvenomous Snakebite in Pediatric Age Group—Wolf under a Sheep’s Coat
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Abstract
Nonvenous snakebite, far outnumbering venomous bites, is a neglected occupational hazard in the Indian subcontinent. We encountered four cases of traditionally nonvenomous snakebite in pediatric age group with symptoms of limb swelling proximal to the bite site. All cases were found to have extensive fibrinous exudate and fibrinoid necrosis of the deeper layer of fat, deep to the intact skin and superficial layer of fat, extending far from the wound toward the proximal limb in continuity. This obscured presentation of infection and extensive necrosis of only the deeper layer of fat warrants exploratory incisions proximally for thorough debridement, underlying the normal appearing skin.
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Introduction
Snakes belong to suborder of the order Squamata. India had the highest number of envenomations (81,000 per year) and the highest number of deaths due to snakebite (11,000 per year) in the world.1 Epidemiological studies suggested that snakebite in the tropics is an occupational hazard for farmers, plantation workers, herders, and hunters.2

Although more common, nonveneous snakebite has been given little relevance in literature. We encountered four cases of traditionally nonvenous snakebite in pediatric age group with masked presentation.

Cases
All the four children were of age group 2 to 4 years. They presented to us 30 to 40 days after snakebite. Two were bitten by royal snake, the other two by beaded snake and common sand boa, respectively (as per the parents’ description). Three of them were bitten over foot and underwent local wound debridement initially for tissue necrosis, while the fourth child bitten on hand was conservatively managed outside. The latter also received polyvalent antivenom empirically. All the parents reported that after brief asymptomatic period, they developed mild swelling over the entire limb proximal to the bite site, with tenderness. After admission, it was observed that in two children white blood cell count was increased, while in other two it was within normal limits. Ultrasonography suggested no well-formed collection in leg and thigh, but fluid in interfascial/intermuscular planes was present. Local wound debridement along with incision and drainage of swellings of leg and thigh (for bite over foot) and hand and forearm (for finger bite) was done. Skin proximal to the bite was normal in color, turgidity, and texture. However, intraoperatively it was found that the deeper layer of fat was necrotic and in continuity (nonpatchy), extending from...
ankle to proximal thigh (in foot bite cases), and hand to distal forearm (in finger bite case). Interestingly, the superficial layer of fat and skin was intact and normal, as also the deep fascia in all these four cases (►Figs. 1 and 2). Histopathology revealed dense fibrinoid necrosis of deeper adipose layer. This fibrofatty tissue had neutrophils, lymphocytes, and macrophages infiltrating into adipose tissue. Karyorrhexis with fibrinous exudate and fibrinoid necrosis was present. In one case culture was sterile, while in other three Enterobacter species were positive. One case was also positive for Serratia marcescens. Surgical incisions were closed immediately. Debrided wound was grafted with split-thickness graft. All the children responded well dramatically.

**Discussion**

More than 80% of snakebites are not envenomed, namely when the bite is of a nonvenomous snake or when a
venomous snake fails to inject venom (dry bite). In India, percentage of nonvenomous snakebite ranges from 32 to 46%, in children it is 45%. Children, due to their low body surface area relative to the venom dose, are susceptible to more frequent complications in comparison to adults.

In children, pain (93.75%) and anxiety (87.5%) were the most common symptoms, among tingling sensation, swelling, bleeding, vomiting, and bleeding. Koirala et al found the most common clinical features were local swelling (77%) and local pain (74%). Local envenoming of snakebites leads to pain, edema, ecchymosis, blisters, and cellulitis. The proteolytic properties of snake venom result in extensive tissue necrosis. Suchithra et al found edema in 93%, skin necrosis in 40%, and blisters in 6% of their cases.

The major complication with respect to nonvenomous snakebite is infection. Oral flora of the biting snake is directly reflected by the types of bacteria recovered from infected snakebite wounds. The most common organism isolated from wound infections secondary to snakebite was Staphylococcus aureus. Although serious systemic illnesses occur infrequently as a result of these infections, if neglected they may lead to sepsis, shock, and death. Abscess is the most common manifestation of infection in snakebite cases, and in a few instances has been suspected as one of the causes of death.

Surgical incision and drainage of abscesses are probably the most important procedures and may be effective even in the absence of other therapeutic measures. Fasciotomy should be discouraged unless compartment syndrome is suspected (intracompartmental pressure must be measured). Antibiotics are not indicated prophylactically in patients with nonvenomous snakebite, if there is no necrosis. In this case series, we observed that following nonpoisonous snakebite in pediatric age group, child developed very selective chronic inflammatory response with fibrinoid necrosis of deeper adipose layer only, which was even distant from the local bite site, although in continuity. So, the area of damage was more extensive than it was clinically evident. Cultures of fibrofatty tissue in one case were sterile, as against the other three cases, in which typical organisms of snake oral flora were detected. All of them responded very well after surgical drainage and immediate closure of the wound.

However, there were certain limitations. Snake species were not identified by herpetologists. None of the patients presented to us immediately following snakebite, so the exact course of the local wound and surrounding tissues could not be ascertained. The exact cause of this peculiar delayed presentation could not be evaluated and hence warrants further investigations. The possibility of underlying immunodeficiency (B cell immunodeficiency) was not investigated as the children did not have any neutropenia. They were also not evaluated for phagocytic function defect and hypogammaglobulinemia.

**Conclusion**

In cases of nonpoisonous snakebite in pediatric age group, we need to have high index of suspicion to inspect the sites distant from local bite site, for better prognosis and avoidance of long-term complications. An exploratory incision proximally to the bite site can be performed to reveal any masked infective or necrotic tissue, underlying the normal appearing skin.
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